top-to-down, spatial models compared to spatial-temporal ones, obvious attention against the hidden one, and space-based models against the object-based ones. It categorizes some challenging model issues, including biological calculations, correlation with the set of eye-movement data, as well as bottom-up and top-to-down topics, explaining each in details.
Introduction
rich flow of visual data enter the eye in each second, for which the immediate processing, without any mechanism to reduce their quantity is wrong and very difficult. The mechanism, offered in this presentation indicates visual attention, in the core of which there is a mechanism of selection as well as the concept of connection. In people, attention is easily paid by the retina which has a fullyfledged central gap with high and a margin with low clarity, whereas visual attention directs this anatomic structure to the important parts of the scene so that more details of the information are collected.
In recent decades many aspects of science have attempted to answer this question. Psychologists have studied the behavioral correlation of visual attention such as change blindness, inattention blindness, and attention blindness. Neuron physiologists have shown how neurons adjust in order to show the objects better. Experts of neuroscience have made a model of real neuron networks which simulates and explains behavioral models. Inspired by these studies, computer optics and robotics try to confront the intrinsic issue of calculations' complexity, so that they could make systems which work straightaway. Although there are currently many models, mentioned in the research area above, we limit ourselves to those that can calculate the saliency mappings in each input picture and video. While the term attention, saliency, and stare are often used interchangeably, each have an accurate description, which can be stated as below:
Attention is a general concept, including all factors that affect the selection mechanism, while they are scene-driven, Bottom-Up (BU), or expectation-driven, Top-to-Down (TD). Saliency directly distinguishes some parts of the picture, which could be objects or areas that seem prominent compared to their proximate parts. The term saliency is considered in BU calculations.
Stare is a harmonic movement of the eyes and head, which is often used as an indicator (1) for attention in natural behavior. For instance, while a human or a robot is moving in the environment and interacts with the surrounding objects, he should control stare to do a task. In this concept, controlling the stare is simultaneously involved with sight, factor, and attention to perform the required sensorimotor harmony (2) for the behavior.
Categorization of the Factors
We introduce the work by introducing 13 factors (f_(1..13)), later to be used in the models' categorization. These factors possess calculative and behavioral studies of behavior in their roots. Some describe the factors (f_1,2,3,f_(8..11)), whereas the others (f_(4..7),f_12,13) are not directly depended but are of the same account as those, determining the area of different models' usage.
Bottom-Up Models against Top-to-Down Models
A major significance of models is whether they are based on BU (f1) or TD (f2) effects. BU indicators (1) are chiefly based on the features of a visual scene (Vector 2 stimulus) whereas the TD ones (Vector 3's destination) are determined by identifying some phenomena such as knowledge, expectation, award, and current goals. Outstanding areas, which attract our attention, in a BU concept should be distinct enough from surrounding features. This attention mechanism is also called exterior, automatic, reactive issue or output indicators. BU attentions are quick, impulsive, and more similar to Feed-Forward. A primary example of BU attention is looking at a scene with only a vertical strip among many horizontal ones, in which the attention is immediately attracted to the vertical strip. While many models are put in this category, they can explain a quantitative fraction of eye movement, because most stares are the vector's responsibility. On the other hand, TD attentions are the responsibility of the vector and the closed ring (1). One of the most popular examples of TD attention has been presented by Yarbus in 1967, A who showed that eye movement depend on the current task or the experiences below: Some people were asked to watch a scene (a room with a family and an unexpected visitor, entering the room) with different conditions in order to answer the questions, concerning "the estimation of family's material circumstances" and "the age of the people", or to simply review the scene freely ( Fig. 1-1 ). Eye movement for each of the items varied significantly.
Fig. 1-1 Human eye movement in different circumstances
Models were studied in three chief sources of TD effects in answering this question: How should we decide where to look? Some models arrange visual attention as what attracts our attention to the feature of an object, which we are observing. Others, however, search picture 1's content role in order to limit the areas we are watching.
Features of Objects
There is a significant amount of evidence for goal-based attention in real world searches. Assuming a search in a scene in which the goal is a red element, the attention is quickly drawn to the red element in it. Compare this with a complicated goal object such as a pedestrian in a natural scene; though it is difficult to determine the goal in the latter, there are some features to attract the visual attention (vertical shape, the head as round and the body as straight).
Guided search theory suggests that attention could be biased by modulating the relative gains towards the noticeable goals, based on which varying feature can be involved in the attention. Returning to the previous example, while we are watching a red object an excessive gain could be given to the red color.
From optimum accumulation of signs for goal detection, Navalpakham and Itti resulted in maximizing the rate of the goal's signal to noise in relation to the background. In some earlier studies prior to gathering the mappings for an object location, a weighted function has been performed, which is based on measuring the object's uniqueness to each mapping.
Butko and Movellan modeled an object search, based on some principles of visual search, as stated by Najmenik and Geisler, in a relativelyobservable framework for recognition and tracking; however, they did not perform it on eye stare during the face search.
Borji used evolutionary algorithms to search in a space of primary saliency model parameters, in order to find the destination.
The abovementioned studies, carried out on the roles of object features in visual search, are closely connected to the methods of object detection in computer vision. Some approaches of object detection have high detection accuracy for many objects such as cars, people, and faces. On the contrary, recognition models are some purely-calculative approaches. Research on how these two areas are related will most likely result in mutual gains for both.
Scene Context
During a short depiction of an image (about 80 milliseconds), an observer could report the essential features of a scene. Such a very rough depiction, also known as Gist, does not involve numerous details about unique objects, but can contain enough information for the distinction of the scene (for instance interior scene against the exterior one).
It is important to keep in mind that Gist does not necessarily do the semantic categorization of the scene. Semantic connection among the objects in the scene (e.g. a computer is often placed on a table) or the surrounded environment signs, are shown to be capable of playing a significant role in guiding eye movement.
There have been many models for Gist, by means of different kinds of low-level features. Oliva and Torralba have calculated the range of Fourier transform of a window on other windows, which are not placed on each other, in an image. Afterwards they performed the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as well as Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to reduce the features' size. Renninger and Malik executed Gabor Filters on an input image, then to extract 100 general texton, selected from a training set, by means of K-Mean Clustering. Their Gist vector is a histogram of these general textons.
Siagin and Itti used biological surrounding center features of direction, color, and channel intensity for Gist modeling. Torralba used regulated wavelet analysis on 6 directions and 4 scales. In order to extract the Gist, a vector is calculated by the average of each output filter on 4×4 cells. Like the previous method, he executed PCA on 384-dimension result vectors so that he could obtain an 80-dimensional vector.
Gist presentation has become increasingly popular in computer vision, because they still provide rich general information for many usages such as search in scene datasets with a vast scale, which still exists.
Requested Task
Tasks have a strong influence on attention development. There have been numerous claims, saying that visual scenes in a need-based method have been interpreted in order to do the requested task. Hayhoe and Ballard showed that when we face a complicated task, there is a strong connection between image recognition and eye movement.
An individual may often keep an algorithm for eye movement in his mind. For instance in a "block copying" task, where people should collect the elements to build the blocks, the observant algorithm has become obvious to complete the task by the eye movement pattern. People first choose a destination block in a model for reviewing the location block, then to stabilize the task space to the new block location in the related place.
Public opinion says that BU and TD attentions are mixed together to direct us to attention behaviors. An integration method should be capable of determining when and how to deal with a TD visual element or omit it as a BU significant sign. Recently a Bayesian approach has been proposed, which considers the optimum accumulation of prize as a TD sign and contrast or orientation as a BU one in humans. Navalpakkam and Itti suggested a recognition model for task-based attention, assuming that the algorithm for doing the task is already available.
Spatial Models against Spatial-Temporal Models
In real world, we face visual information which is always changing from egocentric or dynamic movements of the world. As knowledge has been accumulated from previous time points, visual selection also depends on current scene saliency; therefore, an attention model should be able to receive those areas of the scene, important in spatio-temporal state.
We can distinguish between two types of temporal information modeling in saliency modeling: 1) some Bottom-Up Models use movement channel to receive human stare, drawn to the moving stimulus. Attention Gate Model (AGM) emphasizes temporal response features of attention, the quantity of level description, and timing for human attention to the destination stimulus, which are consecutive. Previous information about image, eye stare, image context in stare, and physical impact along with other sensorial stimuli (e.g. experience from listening) could be well used to predict the next eye movement. Adding a time dimension as well as natural informal tasks cause some complications in a calculative model in predicting stare on the goals.
Appropriate environments for modeling the temporal aspects of visual attention such as games and films are dynamic and informal. Bioman and Irani proposed an approach to detect the video disorder by comparing tissue sections of the activity to a set of trained data from disorder activities. Temporal information is limited to stimuli level and does not include higher recognition functions such as processed elements at attention center or done activities while they are at play. Some methods result in stable and dynamic saliency mappings, proposing methods that combine them. A modeling approach for spatio-temporal attention for videos has been presented by the combination of movement contrast, itself a result of the homography between two images as well as the measured spatial contrast of color histograms.
F3 indicates whether a model only uses spatial or spatio-temporal information to estimate the saliency.
Overt Attention against Covert Attention
Attention could be distinct in terms of its characteristics as "overt" against "covert". The former is the process of guiding Fovea towards a stimulus, whereas the latter is mentally emphasizing many sensorial stimuli. An example of overt attention is individual's staring while he is speaking but is aware of visual space, outside Fovea's center. Another example is about driving in which while the driver keeps his eyes on the road, simultaneously covertly observes the signs and lights. Current belief states that overt attention is a mechanism to quickly scan the visual field for a significant place. This covert movement is linked with eye movement axes to order an eye movement to that place (overt attention). However it does not completely explain the interaction between overt and covert attentions. For instance, a person might pay attention to the right side of the visual field's margin, actively stopping the eye movement there. Most of these models discover the areas in order to make eye stare and overt direction of a few eye and head movement attractive. The absence of a calculative framework for covert attention could be due to the fact that behavior mechanism and covert attention functions are still unknown. Additionally, it is still not known how to measure covert attention.
Space-Based Models against Object-Based Models
There is no similar agreement on the scale unit of attention: do we pay attention to spatial places, characteristic, or object? Most psychophysical and neurobiological studies concern space-based attention. Moreover, there is strong evidence of feature-based (discovering an unusual element in one of feature dimensions or balancing the regulation of characteristic curve of selected neurons) as well as object-based (selectivity of attention to either of two objects, for example face against vase illusion) attentions, here. Current belief is that these theories are not incompatible two by two; visual attention could be expanded to each of the candidate units. Here, delivering a subject is not an individual unit of attention. Humans are able to pay attention to some (between four and five) areas at the same time.
In modeling conception, there is a majority of space-based models. Some object-based models have been previously suggested but they lack any interpretation over eye stare. Such weaknesses could vary their rational review. For instance, the limitations of Sun and Fisher Model is in using artificial segmentation of the images, using those pieces of information which might not be available in pre-attention stage (before detecting the object inside the image). Availability of labeled image and vide datasets has made it possible to effectively guide the present research with this respect. The link between object-based and space-based models will remain to be sorted in future. Feature-based models attempt to regulate the characteristics of some feature detectors in order to create a goal object, which has much saliency in the disorganized background. Since there is a close connection between image and object features, this article categorizes feature-based models under object-based ones, as shown in Fig. 7 .
The ninth factor, F9, indicates whether a model accords with space-based or object-based concept, i.e. whether it needs to work with objects instead of spatial areas.
Features
Traditionally, in accordance with Feature Integration Theory (FIT) as well as behavioral studies, three features should be considered in calculative models of attention: intensity (or intensity contrast or radiance contrast), color, and orientation. Usually intensity is from the average of three color channels and is processed by center-surround process, itself inspired by Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) along with V1 Cortex. Color is established as a red-green and blue-yellow channel, inspired by color contrast neurons in V1 Cortex or intermittently by the use of other color spaces such as HSV and Lab. Orientation is often employed as a convolution with oriented Gabor Filters or by means of oriented masks. Movement has firstly been used by neurons, placed in MT and MST that are capable of being selected to the movement orientation. Furthermore, some studies have been added to specific features of attention direction, such as skin color, face, horizontal lines, wavelet, essential part, central bias, deflection, resolution space, light flow, multiple combined orientations (crosses or corners), entropy, ellipse, symmetry, tissue contrast, high saliency average, depth, and local surroundcenter contrast. While most models used the FITproposed features, some approaches have been unified with other features, such as DoG and features from natural scenes, by means of PCA and ICA Algorithms. In order to search the goal, some people have used a descriptive structure of the objects such as local orientations' histograms. F10 Factor categorizes the models according to the feature they use.
Stimulus and Task Type
Image stimuli could be distinguished by belonging to each of stable attentions (e.g. array search, stable photos; Factor F4) or dynamic ones (e.g. videos, games; Factor F5). Video games are informal and very dynamic because they do not produce similar stimuli in each performance and have an almost natural presentation. Although they still belong to natural scenes statistically, they do not have a similar noise distribution.
Establishment here is very complicated, controversial, and quite sensitive to the calculations. They also used many recognition behaviors.
The second difference is between combined stimulus (Gabor patches, array search, cartons, image environments, games; Factor F6) and the natural one (almost belonging to it such as scene photos and videos; Factor F7). Since humans live in a dynamic world, videos and informal environments present an appropriate depiction of visual system, compared to stable images.
Another noteworthy field for behavioral study of attention is the factors to establish virtual reality that can be seen in the work by Spragve and Ballard, who executed a real human agent in VR, using Reinforcing Learning (RL) to harmonize the selection activity and visual understanding in a walking task that avoided hitting the obstacles and tried to stay in the side walk and collect the trash.
Factor F8 distinguishes the tasks from each other. Three tasks have been widely considered in attention modeling context up to now: 1) Free view tasks, in which the individuals are assumed to be freely watching the stimulus (here there is not task or question but many interior recognitions are usually employed); 2) Visual Search Tasks, where are asked to find an unrelated element or a particular object in a natural scene; and 3) Informal Tasks, which uses the objects significantly in many real world situations such as driving and football games. These complex tasks involve many sub-tasks such as visual search, object tracking, focus, and segmented attentions.
Evaluation Measures
As a result, we should have a model, the output of which is a saliency mapping (S); and we should quantitatively evaluate it by comparing it with eye movement data (or clicking on the position) (G). How do you compare these? We can consider them as a probability distribution and use Kullback-Leibler or metrics, in accordance with the percentage of measuring the distance between the distributions. Or we could consider S a Bayesian categorization and use the theory of signal detection analysis (the metric of the area beneath ROC Curve, which the characteristic curve of system performance) to analyze the task of this categorization. We also could consider that S and G are random variants and use correlataion coefficient or can use the normalized saliency of paths' scan to measure their statistical relations. Another road is to consider G as a sequence of eye stare (scanpath) and compare this sequence with a sequence of the stares, selected by a saliency model, called String-Edit Distance (which is a path to determine the likeliness of two similar strings).
While each model might be measured by each criterion, in Fig. 7 we have listed factors in Factor F12 which have been measured by the authors of each model. Afterwards, when we use Estimated Saliency Mapping (ESM), we mean saliency mapping of a model as well as Ground-truth Saliency Mapping (GSM), a mapping which is created by combining labeled salient areas by a human observant.
The other evaluation criterion, for attention models are categorized into three classes: 1) point-based, 2) area-based, and 3) mental evaluation. In point-based measuring, salient points from ESM are compared to those with GSM in order to combine eye stare. Area-based measuring are suitable for the evaluation of attention models on salient areas of datasets by comparing ESM and labeled salient areas (GSM is interpreted by human mind).
In the following, we focus on the metrics with greater consensus than the literature and provide some signs for others as reference.
Kullback-Leibler Divergence. KL Divergence is usually employed for measuring the distance between two probability distribution, In terms of saliency, it is used to measure the distance between the distribution of saliency in human against random position of the eye, assuming that , in which N is human eye movement in an experiential period. For a saliency model, EMS in human eye movement is sampled as and in a random point as (or in a small vicinity is averaged). Afterwards, saliency intensity in the sampled areas is normalized in [0, 1] range. The histogram of these amounts in q areas covers [0, 1] range, calculated throughout quick eye movements. and are a fraction of the points in K areas for salient and random points. Finally, the difference between these histograms with KL Divergence is as follows:
Models that can predict human eye stare better, show higher KL Divergence, because the observant usually stares at a quantitative part of the areas (minority) with the highest model response, whereas it avoids the majority of the areas with lowest model response. The advantage of KL Divergence to other samples is that 1) other measures usually calculate the transmission to the right side of , the histogram related to Histogram , whereas KL is sensitive to any kind of difference between the histograms; and 2) KL has no positive influence on repeated parameters such executing each uniform and continuous non-linear on ESM rates of mapping S. One of the disadvantages of KL is that it has no definition to the limit beyond it. As two histograms get completely separated from each other, KL Divergence gains an unlimited approach.
Normalized Saliency Scanpath. It is defined as the response rate at human eye position.
is in a normalized ESM model that has zero medium and a standard deviation unit of .
Similar to percentage calculation, NSS is measured once for each eye movement and subsequently the medium error and standard error are calculated among a set of NSS advantages. NSS = 1 indicates that people's eye movement are set in an area, whose predicted density is higher than the average limit of standard deviation. What is more, indicates that the model does not do an action better than selecting a random situation in a mapping. Unlike KL and in terms of percentage, NSS is not stable in relation to repeated parameter making.
The Area under the Curve (AUC). AUC is the area under the index curve, receiving ROC Factor. As a measure of the best in the society, ROC is being used to evaluate a Bayesian Categorization System with a threshold variant (which is usually used to categorize between two saliency-like methods against the random ones While G and S respectively show GSM and ESM (stare mapping is a mapping with 1s in stare areas and is usually convoluted with a Gaussian), and are the median and variance of the amounts in these mappings. A significant advantage of CC is the comparison mass of the two variants by providing a simple numerical amount between -1 and +1. When the correlation is near -1 and +1, there is almost a completely linear relation between the two variants.
String Editing Distance. In order to compare the selected noteworthy areas by saliency model (mROI) with the human notable areas (hROI) by means of this measure, saliency mappings and human eye movements are firstly clustered to some parts of the areas. Afterwards ROIs are sorted by the rate, attributed by saliency algorithm or transient sorting of human focus in the scanpath. The results are strings of sorted points such as and .Sting editing is like Index, which is defined by an optimizing algorithm with the assigned cost unit for three different operations: discovery, insertion, and exchange. Finally the similarity chain between the two strings is defined as =. For instance the string, presented above, is similar to:
Datasets
Here, there are many datasets of stable images (for stable attention studies) as well as videos (for dynamic attention studies). Fig. 7 lists F13 as some datasets. We indicate only the datasets, which are used chiefly for measuring and evaluating attention models. All the same, there are other tasks that collect the data for specific goals (e.g. driving, sandwich making, and copying a block). Figs 1.2 and 1.3 illustrate a summary of image and video datasets for eye movements (for a limited amount of labeled salient areas, available). Also researchers have used mouse tracking to estimate attention. Although such type of data is noisy, some recent results prove it to be a rationally-good estimate. For instance Scheier and Egner showed that the pattern of mouse movement is close to the pattern of eye tracking. A web-based mouse tracking work has been established in TCTS Lab. 
Results
In this article we discussed the improvements of attention, while focusing on saliency models, which have been recently carried out, and studied Bottom-Up models against the Top-to-Down ones, Spatial Models against Spatio-Temporal ones, Overt Attention against Covert Attention, and Space-Based Models against the Object-Based ones, showing that there is a good number of technical usages which we can use. A promising path for future researches is the development of models, which consider the duties, based on the expected task, especially in informal, complicated, and dynamic environments. In addition, there has not been an essential calculation yet to understand covert and overt attentions, which should be clarified in future.
